Oh winter's weather outside is frightful, but Enrichment classes are so delightful!

WINTER 2019

Enrichment enrollment will open
Tuesday, January 7th at 7AM

Enrichment enrollment will close on January 15th at noon. Please be sure to register your children before this time in order to secure them a spot in their chosen class.

To register go to www.shwschool.org, Beyond the Classroom tab, then Enrichment to locate the registration URL

When: Classes run Tuesday, January 21st to Friday, March 20th.

Mondays: January 27; February 3, 10, 24; March 2, 9, 16 (7 Weeks)
Tuesdays: January 21, 28; February 4, 11, 18, 25; March 3, 10, 17 (9 Weeks)
Wednesdays: January 22, 29; February 5, 12, 19, 26; March 4, 11, 18 (9 Weeks)
Thursdays: January 23, 30; February 6, 13, 20, 27; March 5, 19 (8 Weeks)
Fridays: January 24, 31; February 7, 21, 28; March 6, 20 (7 Weeks)

EARLY RELEASE: January 23rd; February 13th

NO SCHOOL & NO ENRICHMENT: January 20th; February 14th & 17th; March 13th

All classes will run for 60 minutes unless otherwise stated

Prices are noted in class descriptions, however are as follows:

- 7 Weeks: $190
- 8 Weeks: $215
- 9 Weeks: $240
Registration Procedure

This year, our registration procedure has changed to make it easier for you to sign up for enrichment classes for your children. You will now be able to pay directly through the site, no more being taken to a separate page to wait for a confirmation. Even better, classes will automatically close when they have reached the maximum number of students. This means that you will immediately know that your child has been registered and have confidence that they will be able to participate in their chosen program.

However, each child will need to be registered separately, which means that you will have to fill out multiple forms and pay individually per child. If you wish to enroll multiple children in the same class and are worried that they won’t be able to get into the class before it closes, we encourage you to either have multiple tabs open on your browser or to have another adult register a different child simultaneously. Thank you so much for your participation in the enrichment program and happy registering!
Schedule and Class Descriptions

Mondays: 1/27, 2/3, 2/10, 2/24, 3/2, 3/9, 3/16

7 Weeks

No Classes 1/20 & 2/17

PS Come Walk in a Winter Wonderland with Mrs. Durkin (90 min), 11:30-1:00PM, Min 4 / Max 8, $235

Continue the fun with Busy Bee Art!! Have lunch with Mrs. Durkin and enjoy a variety of winter projects and activities. Each week we eat a healthy lunch, enjoy a story and get a little messy. Snowmen, hot chocolate fun and winter animals are some of the themes we will visit. Please pack a nut free lunch & drink and provide any food allergy details so that we can be mindful about edible projects.

***No School/Enrichment on Jan. 20th or Feb. 17th***

JK Gymnastics with Chicago Loves Dance, 1:30-2:30 pm, Min 5 / Max 25, $190

Whether you participated in gymnastics last session or this is your first time, this class is for you! Taught by skilled Chicago Loves Dance instructors, fundamental gymnastics and tumbling skills will be taught and mastered by both boys and girls in this beginning-level class. Upbeat instruction will focused on forward and backward rolls, handstands, cartwheels and stretching/flexibility. Hone your skills or learn brand new ones in this fun weekly class with your Sacred Heart friends.

*Classes will be held at SH’s Parish Center. Instructors will meet kids in front of school and walk across the street together. Ensure your child packs a nut-free snack.
For pick-up, please park on Burr Ave and sign-out your child INSIDE the Parish Center.

***No School/Enrichment on Jan. 20th or Feb. 17th***

FDJK-K STEAM with Ms. Sisinni, 3:15-4:15, Min. 4 / Max. 9, $190

Calling all scientists! In this class, children will participate in science, technology, engineering, art, and math activities that will inspire S.T.E.A.M. experiences in everyday learning. Each day, we will introduce a topic of focus through a story or a group discussion. Then we'll conduct experiments or investigations. Children will ask questions, develop and test hypotheses, invent, build, explore with technology, problem-solve collaboratively, and stretch their imaginations!

***No School/Enrichment on Jan. 20th or Feb. 17th***

K-3rd Gymnastics Chicago Loves Dance, 3:15-4:15, Min 8 / Max 20, $190

Whether you participated in gymnastics last session or this is your first time, this class is for you! Dust off your parents’ old unitard and flip your way into fun! Gymnastics is a great way to limber up and is fantastic for all kids. Did you know that many athletes from other sports such as the NFL and NHL do gymnastics to help them improve their motor
skills, coordination and balance? Taught by skilled Chicago Loves Dance instructors, fundamental gymnastics and tumbling skills will be taught and mastered by both boys and girls in this beginning-level class. Upbeat instruction will focused on forward and backward rolls, handstands, cartwheels and stretching/flexibility. Hone your skills or learn brand new ones in this fun weekly class with your Sacred Heart friends.

*Classes will be held at SH's Parish Center. Instructors will meet kids in front of school and walk across the street together. Ensure your child packs a nut-free snack. For pick-up, please park on Burr Ave and sign-out your child INSIDE the Parish Center.

***No School/Enrichment on Jan. 20th or Feb. 17th***

2nd-6th Seasonal Crafts with Ms. Maginot, 3:15-4:15, Min 5 / Max 10, $190

Come join Ms. Maginot for a fun time creating seasonal crafts with your friends. In this class you’ll make things like salt watercolor snowflakes, valentines, St. Patrick’s Day decorations and many more! These will be beautiful decorations that you’ll want to display for years to come.

***No School/Enrichment on Jan. 20th or Feb. 17th***
Tuesdays: 1/21, 1/28, 2/4, 2/11, 2/18, 2/25, 3/3, 3/10, 3/17

9 Weeks

PS Lunch Bunch & Winter Crafts with Mrs. Yakoubek, 11:30-12:30PM, Min 4 / Max 10, $240

Come join your friends at Lunch Bunch and Winter Crafts. Preschoolers can enjoy lunch and extra playtime with their friends. Children will create an adorable winter themed craft each week while having a blast with their friends.

JK Hip Hop with Chicago Loves Dance, 1:30-2:30 pm, Min 5 / Max 25, $240

I said a hip hop, Hippie to the hippie the hip, hip a hop… Join the talented instructors from Chicago Loves Dance for this fun and exiting hip hop class. Students will learn rhythm, coordination, musicality and choreography. Students are challenged to think on their feet while enjoying an energetic and fast-paced dance class. Our Hip Hop dancers develop focus, strength, and agility while having fun!

FDJK-2nd SEUSS-tastic Reading Fun & Games Party! with Ms. Youkhana, 3:15-4:15, Min 4 / Max 15, $240

You're invited to a SEUSS-tastic birthday party! Students will think they have stepped into a real life Seuss book by listening, practicing reader theater scripts of Seuss' famous books, crafts, food, fun games & STEM activities to entertain all! Who knows..we might even put on a Seuss play performance to share with you! Come join in the Seuss-tastic fun!

2nd-6th Hip Hop with Chicago Loves Dance, 1:30-2:30 pm, Min 5 / Max 25, $240

I said a hip hop, Hippie to the hippie the hip, hip a hop… Join the talented instructors from Chicago Loves Dance for this fun and exiting hip hop class. Students will learn rhythm, coordination, musicality and choreography. Students are challenged to think on their feet while enjoying an energetic and fast-paced dance class. Our Hip Hop dancers develop focus, strength, and agility while having fun!
**Wednesdays:** 1/22, 1/29, 2/5, 2/12, 2/19, 2/26, 3/4, 3/11, 3/18

**9 Weeks**

**PS Hi-Five Sports (90 min), 11:30-1:00 pm, Min 4 / Max 10, $270**

Calling all Preschoolers to join Hi-Five Sports’ outgoing and energetic coaching staff for 90 minutes where kids will sit down for a group lunch followed by tons of FUN, games and activities, such as soccer, flag football, relay races, & so much more... Hi-Five Multi-sport Classes are designed around team sports and other physical activities that help children build confidence and self-esteem. Our sports, games and activities encourage the development of language, large and small motor skills, social and emotional skills as well as the importance of teamwork and sportsmanship!!

*Classes are 90 minutes long (reflected in price)*
*Classes will be held at SH’s Parish Center. Hi-Five Coaches will meet kids in front of school and walk across the street together. Please ensure your child has a nut-free snack.*

*For pick-up, please park on Burr Ave and sign-out your child INSIDE the Parish Center.*

**JK Hi-Five Sports, 1:30 - 2:30 pm, Min 6 / Max 12, $240**

Calling all JKers to join Hi-Five Sports’ outgoing and energetic coaching staff for an hour-long sports enrichment class featuring tons of FUN, games and activities, such as soccer, flag football, relay races, & so much more... Hi-Five Multi-sport Classes are designed around team sports and other physical activities that help children build confidence and self-esteem. Our sports, games and activities encourage the development of language, large and small motor skills, social and emotional skills as well as the importance of teamwork and sportsmanship!!

*Classes will be held at SH’s Parish Center. Hi-Five Coaches will meet kids in front of school and walk across the street together. Ensure your child packs a nut-free snack.*

For pick-up, please park on Burr Ave and sign-out your child INSIDE the Parish Center.

**FDJK-K Once Upon a Fairy Tale with Ms. McShane, 3:15-4:15 pm**

Min 4 / Max 8, $240

Dive into the magic of fairy tales with Ms. McShane this winter! Each week we will read a fairytale and engage in exciting activities that stretch children's imaginations and activate their creativity. We will play games, sing songs, engineer props, act out, and compare different versions of fairytales, all while fostering children's familiarity and appreciation for these beloved stories. Come imagine with me!
K-4th Hi-Five Sports, 3:15 - 4:15 pm, Min 6 / Max 12, $240

Come join Hi-Five Sports' outgoing and energetic coaching staff for an hour-long sports enrichment class featuring tons of FUN, games and activities, such as soccer, flag football, relay races, & so much more...Hi-Five Multi-sport Classes are designed around team sports and other physical activities that help children build confidence and self-esteem. Our sports, games and activities encourage the development of language, large and small motor skills, social and emotional skills as well as the importance of teamwork and sportsmanship!!

2nd-5th Wintertime Art with Mrs. Carter, 3:15-4:15PM, Min. 5 / Max. 15 , $240

Please join Mrs. Carter for a fun winter art class. Join your friends in creating awesome art projects that can be given as gifts or just to keep for yourself while staying warm and toasty. Bring the outside in with these fun projects!
Thursdays: 1/23, 130, 2/6, 2/13, 2/20, 2/27, 3/5, 3/19

8 Weeks

PS Lunch Bunch & Snowman Fun with Mrs. Yakoubek, 11:30-12:30PM
Min 4 / Max 10, $215

Preschoolers can enjoy lunch and extra playtime with friends in this funtastic enrichment class with Mrs. Yakoubek. Children will create a new fun snowman activity or craft each week all while in the comfy and cozy indoors! Snowmen have never been more fun!
***Early release on Jan. 23rd & Feb. 13th***
***Noon Dismissal on Mar. 12th, No Enrichment***

JK Broadway Tots Wizard of Oz with Skyline Theater Chicago, 1:30 - 2:30 pm,
Min. 9 / Max. 14, $215

We’re off to see the Wizard, the wonderful Wizard of Oz! Broadway Tots is an introduction to musical theatre. Broadway Tots will explore the beginning fundamentals of theatre and working together to perform. Broadway Tots will act, sing, and dance to well-known Wizard of Oz songs. Family and friends are invited to join us, on stage, at the last class to see these young stars shine!
***This class absolutely will not run if the minimum is not met.***
***Early release on Jan. 23rd & Feb. 13th***
***Noon Dismissal on Mar. 12th, No Enrichment***

FDJK-1st Everything Goes with Mrs. Carter, 3:15-4:15PM, Min. 5 / Max. 15 , $215

Join Mrs. Carter in this fun class where children will be able to showcase their talents. Children will learn classic songs and other fun performances and have the opportunity to perform in front of a real audience!
***Early release on Jan. 23rd & Feb. 13th***
***Noon Dismissal on Mar. 12th, No Enrichment***

1st-5th Chess with Chess Wizards, 3:15 - 4:15 pm, Min 10 / Max 15, $215

Ready to make new friends and amaze your parents with your brain power? Join Chess Wizards this year for challenging chess lessons, exciting tournaments, fun team activities and more! If you’re brand new to the game, we’ll teach you the basics and get you playing with the big kids in no time. If you’re a seasoned checkmate artist, we’ll show you new ways to let your creativity loose on and off the chessboard!
***Early release on Jan. 23rd & Feb. 13th***
***Noon Dismissal on Mar. 12th, No Enrichment***
Fridays: 1/24, 1/31, 2/7, 2/21, 2/28, 3/6, 3/20

7 Weeks

PS Snapology ABCs and 123s, 11:30-12:30, Min 6 / Max 14 $190

In Snapology’s ABCs & 123s class, your little learner will explore the letters of the alphabet and basic phonics, practice their counting and writing skills, develop an awareness of common classroom procedures, and do so all while they are playing! Early exposure to a genuine classroom experience can be scary for both parents and students, but in Snapology’s programs, you’ll both feel at ease as we use positive, hands-on experiences to foster a safe and fun educational setting.

In this program your child will:
- Explore the different letters of the alphabet
- Build their own letter out of LEGO® bricks
- Practice using basic phonics to recognize things that begin with a specific letter

***No School/Enrichment on Feb. 14th & Mar. 13th***

JK Snapology Jr. Scientists: Discovering Dinosaurs!, 1:30-2:30, Min 6 / Max 14 $190

How is a Tyrannosaurus Rex different from a Triceratops? Is it just in their physical characteristics or is it also what they ate and when they lived? In Discovering Dinosaurs, your little paleontologists will explore what dinosaurs ate and when they lived while constructing their very own dinosaur model out of DUPLO® blocks. Through stories, building, and games, your little learners will be busy exploring the prehistoric world while gaining critical social and developmental skills without even realizing it!

In this program your child will:
- Gain a basic introduction to paleontology, biology, ecology, and anatomy
- Practice critical thinking, cooperation, and teamwork skills.

***No School/Enrichment on Feb. 14th & Mar. 13th***

FDJK-1st, Winter Wonderland Art with Mrs. Carter, 3:15-4:15, Min 5 / Max 15 $190

Please join Mrs. Carter for this fun winter art class. Join your friends in creating awesome art projects that can be given as gifts or just to keep for yourself while staying warm and toasty. Bring the outside in with these fun projects!

K-4th Snapology, 3:15-4:15, Min 6 / Max 14 $190

Does your builder enjoy designing beautiful buildings or functional spaces for their mini-figures? If so, this program is the perfect space for your young architect to sharpen their design and building skills! All buildings, from the Empire State Building to the house next door, started as an idea in an architect’s head. Students will learn how to take an idea
from their head and turn it into a building in the real world. They will be guided through the building process, from creating a floor plan to disaster-proofing the structure, so that they will be able to create the next best thing in LEGO® architecture!

In this program your child will:
- Learn the fundamental steps architects and engineers follow when designing and building structures
- Emphasize positive teamwork skills through group planning, sharing of materials, and fun partner experiences

***No School/Enrichment on Feb. 14th & Mar. 13th***

**K-5th, SH Cheerleading (8 Week Session), 3:15 – 4:15 pm, Min 5 / Max 20, $190**

Chicago Loves Dance is proud to bring dance to Sacred Heart under the creative direction of their skilled instructors. They run on the philosophy that dance should open your child’s creative abilities, be FUN, and teach the self-esteem and socialization needed in everyday life, through dance and performance. In this class, new and returning students will learn the basics of cheerleading (strength, jumps and motion techniques), dance movements, tumbling skills (handstands, cartwheels and roundoffs) and a variety of dance routines.

*If you have not taken cheer enrichment before and would like a uniform, you may purchase one online through - www.omnicheer.com Skirt - Chasse Knife-Pleat Skirt in RED; Top - Chasse Sweetheart Shell Top in RED. *XS uniforms run very small. This is optional.

***No School/Enrichment on Feb. 14th & Mar. 13th***

**Notice to Parents:**

Once you process your registration, there will be no refunds issued unless a class is cancelled due to low enrollment. Due to the contracts that we have with our vendors and teachers, as well as for administrative reasons, we cannot give refunds or prorate class fees for any reason.

Please be courteous to our instructors and ensure that your children are picked up promptly at dismissal time as many of our instructors must leave after dismissal to teach other classes at other locations.

Please direct any questions to your Parent’s Association Enrichment Coordinator:

**Timi Williams** enrichment@shwschool.org